Introduction
Valleys can persist for remarkably long time intervals in many different tectonic settings. The most ancient are on slowly eroding cratons, where great rivers have histories of equivalent time spans to the basins that they feed with sediment (Potter 1978) . Even in late Cenozoic orogenic belts with extreme erosion rates, major valleys that transect rising mountain chains have courses that pre-date uplift (Wager 1937; House et al. 2001; Kuhlemann 2007) . Along the dissected rims of the North Atlantic passive margins, many glacial valleys and fjords also had Neogene or older precursor valleys (Linton 1963; Rudberg 1988; Nesje et al. 1992; Japsen et al. 2006; Sømme et al. 2013 ). Yet the question as to why valleys should be so persistent is addressed only rarely (Twidale 2004; Douglass et al. 2009 ).
Large granite intrusions provide many opportunities to explore questions of valley persistence because the rock tends to be of broadly uniform character and the links between rock fractures and landforms in granite landscapes are relatively well understood. Fracture networks in granite commonly are arranged in nested meshes that vary in scale from km-long faults to m-scale orthogonal joint sets and Abstract Valleys are remarkably persistent features in many different tectonic settings, but the reasons for this persistence are rarely explored. Here, we examine the structural controls on valleys in the Cairngorms Mountains, Scotland, part of the passive margin of the eastern North Atlantic. We consider valleys at three scales: straths, glens and headwater valleys. The structural controls on valleys in and around the Cairngorm Granite pluton were examined on satellite and aerial photographs and by field survey. Topographic lineaments, including valleys, show no consistent orientation with joint sets or with sheets of microgranite and pegmatitic granite. In this granite landscape, jointing is not a first-order control on valley development. Instead, glens and headwater valleys align closely to quartz veins and linear alteration zones (LAZs). LAZs are zones of weakness in the granite pluton in which latestage hydrothermal alteration and hydro-fracturing have greatly reduced rock mass strength and increased permeability. LAZs, which can be kilometres long and >700 m deep, are the dominant controls on the orientation of valleys in the Cairngorms. LAZs formed in the roof zone of the granite intrusion. Although the Cairngorm pluton was unroofed soon after emplacement, the presence of Old Red Sandstone (ORS) outliers in the terrain to the north and east indicates that the lower relief of the sub-ORS basement surface has been lowered by <500 m. Hence, the mm-scale microfractures (Migoń 2006) . In granite landscapes, fracture systems commonly control the outline and spacing of landforms of various sizes and origins, including rock slopes (Selby 1982) , domes (Twidale 1980; Ebert et al. 2012) , tors (Ehlen 1991; Goodfellow et al. 2014) , basins (Godard 1977; Olvmo and Johannson 2002) and bedrock channels (Ehlen 2002) . Valleys are fundamental elements within these landform assemblages, and the links between fractures, valley forms and drainage patterns in granite terrain have begun to receive more attention (Ericson et al. 2005; Dühnforth et al. 2010) . However, despite widespread evidence of valley persistence in both slowly and rapidly eroding granite landscapes (Ollier 1981; Zhang and Grapes 2006) , limited consideration has been given to the conditions in granite plutons that allow valley traces to persist for periods of many millions of years and through hundreds of metres or more of vertical erosion.
This study examines the structural controls on valley persistence in the Cairngorms massif in NE Scotland (Figs. 1, 2), part of the uplifted passive margin of the eastern North Atlantic. Nearly all of the massif is underlain by the Cairngorm Granite pluton, a large (~365 km 2 ) intrusion that was emplaced at ~425 Ma. The pluton was first unroofed in the late Silurian (Watson 1985) and may have remained exposed since that time. In this paper, a hierarchical system of valleys is described comprising, in order of decreasing size, straths, glens and headwater valleys. The geological controls on valleys developed in the granite are identified from a detailed survey of the rocks and fractures, facilitated by the 900 m of relative relief in the exposed part of the pluton. Deep-seated zones of altered and weakened granite, the products of late-to post-emplacement hydro-fracturing and hydrothermal alteration, are identified as the main control on valley location and orientation in the Cairngorms over the last ~400 Myr.
Geology and geomorphology

Geology
Most of NE Scotland is underlain by crystalline metasedimentary rocks of the Neoproterozoic Dalradian Supergroup into which numerous intrusions of the Caledonian 
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Supersuite have been emplaced. The Dalradian strata were folded and metamorphosed during the early part of the Caledonian Orogeny (the Grampian Event; ~490-465 Ma), as a volcanic arc collided with Laurentia; syn-and late-tectonic intrusions of basic and ultrabasic (gabbro and peridotite) and siliceous (mainly granite) igneous rock were emplaced throughout NE Scotland at this time, and several suites of post-tectonic intrusions of siliceous to ultrabasic igneous rock were emplaced later (~430-400 Ma) during a period of mainly brittle deformation in the Grampian Highlands (the Scandian Event) (Stephenson and Gould 1995) . The Cairngorm pluton is the largest intrusion in the Cairngorm Suite, a family of closely similar post-tectonic granite intrusions that crop out almost entirely in NE Scotland (Stephens and Halliday 1984) . There is currently no published radiometric age for the Cairngorm pluton, but an emplacement age of ~425 ± 5 Ma (late Silurian) is likely given the number of late Caledonian plutons that have produced U-Pb zircon ages in this range (Brown 1983) . External contacts of the Cairngorm pluton are generally vertical, discordant and not chilled (Harrison 1986 ). The granite is generally coarse grained and dominated by quartz, alkali feldspar and plagioclase feldspar, with small proportions of biotite and secondary muscovite (Harry 1965; Harrison 1986 Harrison , 1990 Highton 1999) . Spatial variations in grain size and the degree to which phenocrysts of feldspar are developed make it possible to divide the pluton internally (Fig. 2) ; the distribution of texturally distinct elements in the pluton shows no relationship to landscape features, and it is clear that granite texture has not been an important control on geomorphology (Thomas et al. 2004; Hall et al. 2013) . The country rocks to the Cairngorm pluton are mainly Dalradian psammite, with minor quartzite and semipelite. Dips (S 0 /S 1 ) are usually moderate, with strikes aligned N-S and NE-SW (Harrison 1986) .
The present erosion level does not intersect the roof of the Cairngorm pluton, but several indicators, including the widespread occurrence of hydrothermal features (LAZs), miarolitic cavities and veins of aplitic and pegmatitic granite, and the presence of psammite xenoliths in the NE quadrant (Thomas et al. 2004) , suggest that erosion remains near to the roof (i.e. within the roof zone) of the pluton.
Denudation history
Numerous post-tectonic granite plutons in NE Scotland were unroofed in the geologically short period between emplacement and the onset of Old Red Sandstone (ORS) sedimentation (probably in the latest part of the Silurian Period). The main evidence for rapid unroofing comes from: the occurrence locally of ORS sandstones and conglomerates resting directly on late Caledonian granites (Fig. 3a) ; and the presence in the conglomerates of clasts of post-tectonic granite (Watson 1985; Hall 1991) . The Cairngorm pluton was also first exposed to erosion at this time. Sparse clasts of granite and volcanic rock in conglomerates of the Lower Old Red Sandstone (LORS) Tomintoul basin that lies ~10 km north of the Cairngorm massif suggest the Cairngorm pluton also was unroofed at this time (Hinxman and Teall 1896) . Several lines of evidence indicate that the terrain north and east of the Cairngorms massif remains close to its sub-ORS level (Fig. 3) : remnants of LORS sedimentary rocks occur widely, including those of the Tomintoul basin (Stephenson and Gould 1995) and the Pragian (411-407 Ma) Rhynie Chert Member (Rice and Ashcroft 2004) ; hydrothermal eruption breccias crop out at The Lecht (Nicholson 1989) ; and reddened fracture networks, which have been interpreted as marking haematite deposition beneath the sub-ORS unconformity (Macdonald (Hall 1991) . Much of the lower relief in a broad belt extending north and east of the Cairngorms from Inverness to Aberdeen probably represents little-eroded sub-ORS terrain.
The Eastern Grampian Highlands, including the Cairngorms massif, is depicted as an area of positive, if relatively subdued, relief in palaeogeographic reconstructions through the Late Palaeozoic and Mesozoic eras (Trewin 2002) and into the Cenozoic Era (Hall 1991) . Marginal regions of the Scottish Highlands were inundated by the sea in the Late Palaeozoic and Mesozoic eras, and apatite fission track (AFTA) studies indicate the possibility that km-thick cover rocks formerly extended across much, if not all, of the Scottish Highlands (Holford et al. 2010) , with ~1 km of postMesozoic exhumation estimated for the Northern Highlands and Inner Moray Firth Basin (Thomson et al. 1999; Holford et al. 2010 ). There is a continuing debate, however, over the extent, thickness and sediment sources of former cover rocks (Hall and Bishop 2002; Hudson 2011; Wilkinson 2016) . At least three phases of uplift affected the eastern Scottish Highlands in the Cenozoic Era, with the main phase in the Palaeocene and early Eocene and further phases in the mid-Oligocene and from the late Miocene (Knox 2002) . Uplift was accompanied by reactivation of Caledonian fault systems (Ringrose and Migoń 1997; Le Breton et al. 2013) . Regionally extensive planation surfaces developed in the intervening periods (Hall 1991; Hall and Bishop 2002) .
Geomorphology
Throughout the Cenozoic Era, the Cairngorms massif has provided headwaters for the three main river systems of NE Scotland: the Spey, Don and Dee (Sissons 1967) . Previous reconstructions of regional drainage patterns in NE Scotland have identified two major elements ( Fig. 1): (1) a set of exhumed SW-NE-trending valleys, including the Great Glen and Strath Spey, with middle and lower courses that are mainly of sub-ORS origin; and (2) a set of W-Etrending valleys, including those of the Don and Dee, that retain ORS rocks only close to the present coastline (Bremner 1942) . Both sets of drainage have headwaters that extend towards and into the Cairngorms massif. Although cross-cutting relationships have been complicated by glacial diversion, the upper reaches of the W-E set appear to be superimposed on the SW-NE set (Figs. 1, 2), implying a younger age. The W-E set has been related previously to drainage developed in response to uplift and eastward tilting of the Scottish Highlands in the Palaeogene (Hall 1991) .
The Cairngorms massif forms a steep-sided, elongate and gently domed plateau centred on the Cairngorm Granite pluton. The summit plateau above 900 m a.s.l. is an undulating, hilly terrain with a relative relief of up to 200 m, comprising convex-concave slope profiles, domed summits with scattered tors, wide and shallow headwater valleys and open cols (Linton 1950) (Figs. 2, 4) . This Cairngorm Summit Surface (Sugden 1968 ) is separated by a well-developed scarp from the inner margin of the Eastern Grampian Surface at 750 m, a planation surface of regional extent dating from the late Palaeogene (Hall 1991) . Below this, a set of broad valley benches is preserved at 600-700 m a.s.l. along the major valleys that define the edges of the massif (Strath Spey, the middle Avon and the Geldie).
The first glaciation of the Cairngorms probably occurred at ~2.6 Ma, coincident with the first appearance of icerafted debris in the adjacent North Atlantic Ocean (Thierens et al. 2011) . Since then, the Cairngorms massif has experienced long periods of glaciation by mountain glaciers and ice sheets . Cold-based, nonerosive ice cover preserved delicate non-glacial landforms, such as tors, on much of the summit plateau (Sugden 1968; Gordon 1993; Hall and Phillips 2006) . Warm-based, convergent ice flow, however, led to significant modification of valley forms (Hall and Glasser 2003) . Pre-glacial river valleys were deepened by several hundred metres in places (Hall et al. 2013) . Several large glacial breaches developed as ice flowed through cols (Linton 1949) , and glacial erosion also led to major drainage diversions (Fig. 5 ).
Methods
The controls on valley formation have been explored by comparing the location, form, size and orientation of valleys in the Cairngorms massif and geological features in the Cairngorm pluton that may have acted as a control. Most of the data used in this exercise were collected by the British Geological Survey (Thomas et al. 2004) .
Valley forms
This section describes the three valley types recognised in and around the Cairngorms (Fig. 6 ).
Straths
Straths are topographic corridors, up to several km wide, that form long sections of the 100-km-long valleys that carry the main drainage lines of NE Scotland. Around the margins of the Cairngorms massif, the straths holding the Spey, Don and Dee-Geldie rivers are 3-to 4-km-wide, straight, low-gradient valleys, with floors at 300-500 m a.s.l. (Figs. 4, 6 ). These straths have a history of erosion that long pre-dates Pleistocene glaciation (Hinxman 1901) . Parts of the straths show few prominent landforms of glacial erosion, and here glacial streamlining is absent. Such sections include the Geldie, the two major topographic basins on the south-east flank of Strath Spey (the Glen More and Dorback basins), and the upper Don. Other sections, particularly the Dee upstream of Braemar and the middle Avon, show welldeveloped valley-in-valley forms indicating around 200 m of Pleistocene valley incision. Large roches moutonnées are locally developed in Strath Spey (Hinxman and Anderson 1915) and along the Dee valley below Braemar (Glasser 2002) . Granite hill form in relation to sheet joint patterns indicates glacial erosion depths of ~200 m on the lee slopes (Sugden et al. 1992) . Whilst glacial deepening of the straths has ranged from 0 to 200 m, the widespread remnants of older valley floors show that the gross morphology of the straths is pre-glacial in origin. The elevation difference between the present strath floors and the nearby Cairngorm summits indicates that the straths have persisted through >0.8-1 km of vertical erosion. 
Glens
Glens are the steep-sided, ~1-km-wide, glacial valleys that penetrate up to 10 km inwards from the fringing slopes of the Cairngorms massif (Fig. 6 ). Valley segments with glacial over-deepening and breaching can be identified from the presence of large cliffs (Gordon 1993) . The localised development of cliffs, together with the retention of largely dendritic networks, indicates that the valley pattern is mainly pre-glacial in origin (Fig. 5) . Traces of pre-glacial valley cross sections are easily discerned from valley benches or breaks of slope on the valley side, even beside the main glacial troughs (Fig. 7) . The form of former valley sides is also identifiable from the trend of gently dipping sheet joints that have developed parallel to the pre-glacial relief, and which are truncated by the glacial valley sides (Glasser 1997) . A valley-in-valley form is evident above the Loch Avon trough (Fig. 7a) . Gleann Einich has breaks of slope on its east side at ~800 and 1000 m that appear to relate to former benches on the side of the pre-glacial valley (Sugden 1969) . Even along the side of the Glen Dee trough (Fig. 7d) , the deepest glacial valley in the massif, the corrie floors appear to be located in pre-glacial valley heads at around 950 m OD (Sugden 1969) , indicating a maximum of 350 m of glacial incision. Valley long profiles elsewhere indicate glacial incision of <200 m (Fig. 7) . These surviving pre-glacial valley elements indicate that, before Pleistocene glaciation, narrow river valleys with steep long profiles extended towards the core of the massif (Hall et al. 2013 ). The differences in elevation between glen floors and neighbouring summits indicate persistence of these valley floors through >700 m of vertical erosion.
Headwater valleys
Headwater valleys occupied by first-to third-order streams are commonly shallow features, up to 0.4 km wide, that terminate in cols set between domes (Fig. 6 ). On the Ben Macdui and Ben Avon plateaux, stream heads are often bowl-like and hold late-lying snow. Reddened and weathered granite may be exposed here, with development of 1-6 m of granular saprolite. The flat valley floors reveal few large granite blocks, indicating that fracture density is high. On adjacent slopes, the widespread preservation of tors and tor stumps, together with blockfields, and the limited development of ice-roughened surfaces indicate very limited glacial erosion of the surfaces into which the headwater valleys are set (Hall and Glasser 2003) . Rectilinear drainage patterns are well developed not only at elevations of 1000-1100 m a.s.l. on the Cairngorms plateau but also at 600-800 m on the northernmost part of the Cairngorm pluton along the River Avon (Fig. 4) , indicating that these distinctive, rectilinear drainage patterns have persisted during at least 500 m of vertical erosion.
Data measured from maps and photographs
Trend data for three categories of landscape feature were measured from maps and photographs. In each case, the direction of the line formed by the intersection of an observed or inferred planar feature with the ground surface was measured.
Major linear landscape features
OS topographic maps and a LANDSAT satellite image were used to identify the largest linear landscape features in the massif, and the trend of each of these was measured where the long axis of the feature approximates to a straight line. Most of the measured features are single valleys, but some incorporate two valleys connected across a col. Where a valley consists of two or more straight-line segments with distinct orientations, these were measured separately. Care was taken to avoid measuring the same feature more than once in different parts of the massif. Twenty-two features were identified and measured in this way, with broadly even coverage in all parts of the massif (Fig. 8) . The dataset is considered to be broadly representative, though there is inevitably a degree of subjectivity in determining which features to select.
Minor linear landscape features
Smaller-scale linear features in the landscape were identified using geo-referenced stereo-pairs of aerial photographs covering the entire Cairngorms massif. Individual features were digitised in 2D as single line elements (as though the features were projected vertically upwards onto a flat surface sitting above the images). A total of 1063 features were picked in this way in the granite outcrop, the great majority of which are within an E-W-trending band roughly 5 km wide straddling the central (highest) part of the pluton where bedrock exposure is best. Nearly twothirds of these were interpreted to be fractures whilst the remainder were classed as lineaments of unspecified origin. The circular orientation of individual fractures and lineaments was calculated using trigonometry and the BNG coordinates of the ends of each digitised line. Fracture and joint patterns associated with headwater valleys on the Ben Avon plateau were also mapped in a separate exercise from air photographs (Fig. 9 ).
Cols and nicks
Zones of bedrock weakened by fractures and chemical alteration commonly underlie low points in ridges (cols and smaller 'nicks'), where they typically manifest as bands of reddened regolith (Fig. 10) , so a set of trend data (n = 136) for such features was collected for ground lying within the outcrop of the Cairngorm pluton using OS topographic 1:25,000-scale maps. The disposition of map contours generally allows the orientation of cols (and hence the zones of weakened bedrock that underlie them) to be determined with reasonable accuracy, particularly in the many cases where contours 'neck' towards a col from either side.
Data observed and measured on the ground
Geological features in the Cairngorm pluton were recorded by field examination at more than 700 sites distributed across the entire outcrop and spanning the 600-to 1300-m elevation range within which the pluton is exposed. The quality and distribution of exposures varies across the massif, with the best exposures (and therefore most of the field observation sites) concentrated on and at the edge of the summit plateau, on flanking ridges and in stream beds. The full data set includes details of petrological features at all sites (e.g. grain size, rock texture, rock colour and the distribution of miarolitic cavities and xenoliths) and details of the geometric character and orientation (strike and dip where possible) of linear or tabular structures where they were encountered; these included zones of altered rock, sheets of microgranite and pegmatitic granite, quartz veins and joint sets. The ground survey revealed only one small geological fault within the outcrop of the Cairngorm pluton, which does not underlie an obvious landscape feature (Thomas et al. 2004) ; faults therefore are ruled out as a possible control on landscape evolution in the massif. Subsequent evaluation of the data revealed no link between valley development and any petrological feature or late intrusive sheets (of aplitic or Zones of altered granite are a relatively common and distinctive feature of the Cairngorm pluton (Fig. 10) . The zones are likely to be essentially tabular in three dimensions, but on the ground they typically are linear; hence, they are referred to hereafter as linear alteration zones (LAZs). LAZs occur singly or in swarms of closely spaced features ranging from millimetres up to 200 metres wide, and the largest can be traced along strike for several kilometres. Within LAZs, the granite is cut by microfractures and quartz veins, and crystals of feldspar and mica have been altered to a reddish-brown or greenish-grey assemblage of secondary minerals, including chlorite, epidote, haematite and clay minerals. The most intensely decomposed rock is friable to soft and markedly weaker than the fresh granite (Fig. 10) . This characteristic regolith is seen on 1:10,000-scale colour air photographs and in the field in late summer as stripes of green, sedge-and grass-covered ground with few, if any, large granite blocks and no rock outcrops or tors. The block-poor plateau regolith is a marker for LAZs in areas of little or no bedrock exposure (Figs. 9, 10) . Exposure of LAZs on valley floors is poor due to extensive cover of glacial sediments. Sets of quartz veins often occur within and essentially parallel to the margins of LAZs (Charoy and Pollard 1989) , meaning quartz vein orientations can be used as a proxy for the larger features (Fig. 10) . Quartz veins were recorded at 128 field stations in all parts of the massif. The geographical distribution is inevitably biased by varying exposure quality, but taking this into account quartz veins appear to be present to some degree in all parts of the massif. Vein orientations were measured, but dip could not be determined in some cases; full orientation data were obtained for 69 quartz veins.
At the outcrop scale, all parts of the Cairngorm pluton are cut by three or four discrete sets of essentially planar and mainly steeply inclined, non-mineralised joints, whose intersections produce orthogonal blocks of granite with 0.1-10 m a-axis lengths (Harry 1965; Goodfellow et al. 2014 ). Dip and strike measurements for 1765 joint sets were made across the outcrop of the Cairngorm pluton. Two sets of sheet joints are also developed to a maximum depth of 5-10 m below surface: an older set of widely spaced sheeting with well-developed fretting developed parallel to gentle plateau surfaces, and most evident on tor margins, and a younger set of thinner sheeting with angular edges and steep dips developed parallel to the sides of glacial troughs (Glasser 1997) .
Results
Structural controls on valley forms
Major linear landscape features in the Cairngorms massif display an essentially bimodal distribution of trend data with a very strong preferred trend towards NNE and a weaker but still prominent trend towards SE (Fig. 11a) . Minor linear landscape features (smaller-scale fractures and lineaments of unspecified origin) show two similar preferred trends (based on far more data than the major (Fig. 11b ). Cols and nicks (Fig. 11c) show no strong preferred trend, but a reasonably distinct ESE mode and a weaker NNE mode are discernible.
Quartz veins (a proxy for LAZs) display a very strong preferred orientation, with strikes aligned NNE-SSW and steep to sub-vertical dips (>70° in ~70% of cases and >80° in nearly 50% of cases) nearly always towards ESE (Fig. 11d) . The distribution of quartz vein data is essentially unimodal, unlike the data for landscape feature trends (Fig. 11a, b) . For the purposes of this study, joint data for the entire pluton were considered together, to determine whether any general orientation patterns might be related to landscape feature orientations. Joint sets show no preferred orientation at the pluton scale (Fig. 11e) and therefore appear not to play a significant role in the development of km-scale landscape features, though slightly larger numbers of data in the NE and SE quadrants of Fig. 11e show that most of the measured joint sets dip towards SE and SW.
The steep dip of most quartz veins suggests that LAZs are near-vertical structures in the subsurface. Widths of exposed LAZs vary from 1 to 200 m and so are much narrower than glens. Cols such as The Sneck (Fig. 10 ) also show that narrow alteration zones may be separated by wider masses of more competent granite (i.e. the LAZ in detail consists of anastomosing bands of altered rock). Estimation of maximum LAZ length is difficult due to limited exposure, but lengths of several km are common (Fig. 12) . LAZs crop out at elevations above 1200 m a.s.l. in the western Cairngorms and below 500-600 m a.s.l. in Glen Avon and Glen Dee. Thin bands of hydrothermally altered granite were recorded at depths of up to 300 m in a single borehole drilled at ~1000 m a.s.l. near Cairn Gorm summit (Webb and Brown 1984) . This evidence suggests LAZs can extend over a vertical distance of at least 700 m in the pluton (and perhaps significantly more before the roof zone was eroded). Bedrock exposed on the floors of the major valleys is usually not as strongly altered as that exposed in cliffs and on the plateau, so LAZs appear to taper with depth.
Straths
Each of the main straths around the Cairngorms massif is mainly developed in the psammite that underlies much of the ground around the Cairngorm pluton. In the upper Geldie, the southern flank of the strath is developed in quartzite, whereas the northern flank is developed in the granite. The southern flank of the Glen Avon embayment (Linton 1950) in which the Avon strath sits is a major break of slope up to 300 m high developed in the granite. Strath Spey follows the Ericht-Laidon Fault (Stephenson and Gould 1995) , but its subsidiary basins are developed mainly in psammite and divided by the quartzite ridge of the Kincardine Hills (Fig. 6) . These lithological contrasts suggest that variations in weathering resistance locally may help to account for the development of the large linear depressions represented by the straths.
Strath Spey is one of a set of valleys that follow the Caledonian structural trend. The valley runs parallel and adjacent to the exhumed Devonian valleys of Glen Rinnes and the River Findhorn and so may be viewed as a headward extension of a sub-ORS valley (Hinxman 1901 ). In contrast, the W-E alignments of the Avon-Don and GeldieDee valleys lack obvious structural control. The Avon runs broadly parallel to, but inside, the northern margin of the Cairngorm pluton (Fig. 2) . The Deeside lineament is inferred to be an old deep-seated linear structure in the Dalradian basement that controlled the intrusion of the numerous plutons that crop out along, and on either side of, the Dee (Fettes et al. 1986 ). However, no major faults have been mapped at the surface, and the main influence of the basement lineament on the Dalradian rocks appears to have been in controlling some aspects of facies distribution (Woodcock and Strachan 2012) .
Glens
The Cairngorm glens are developed mainly in granite, but parts of Glen Derry and Glen Eidart overlie the re-entrants of Dalradian rocks on the south side of the Cairngorms massif (Fig. 1) . Across most of the pluton outcrop, the major glens show a general NNE-SSW orientation, broadly parallel to the north-western and north-eastern margins of the pluton, with an average spacing of 5-7 km (Figs. 2, 8) . South of the main watershed the largest glens trend NNW-SSE, but two of these are underlain mainly by re-entrants of Dalradian country rock rather than granite. The pre-glacial origin for the valleys requires that this orientation and spacing is of structural, rather than glaciological origin.
In terms of mapped structures, only quartz veins have a strong preferred NNE-SSW orientation that matches the preferred trend of the glens that are developed entirely in granite. It is also evident that quartz veins often run parallel to major topographic lineaments (Fig. 12) . These lineaments include several large glens in the Cairngorms, including Lairig an Laoigh and Lairig Ghru (Fig. 6) . The Sneck, a narrow col at the head of Slochd Mór, has yet to be breached by transfluent glacier ice flow. Here, an unusually well-exposed LAZ underlying the col is associated with greatly reduced rock mass strength in the granite, with dense fracturing, pervasive reddening and quartz veining providing multiple, narrow and parallel zones of alteration separated by bosses of relatively massive and unaltered rock (Fig. 10) . A wider association of cols and valley heads with block-poor, reddened regolith and isolated exposures of saprolite indicates that LAZs are a fundamental control on valley orientation in the Cairngorm pluton. 
Headwater valleys
Headwater valleys, and more obviously cirques, are often oriented perpendicular or parallel to glens (Fig. 12) . On the Ben Avon plateau (Figs. 6, 9 ), straight stream segments within rectilinear drainage networks conform to the orientation of LAZs but do not conform closely to joint orientations. Sheet joints also appear to have little influence on stream courses, as few curved segments are seen. Straight stream segments sit within zones of block-poor regolith and are separated from zones of block-rich regolith in which tors occur. Stream heads on Ben Avon are also developed in reddened and weathered granite typical of LAZs. This evidence suggests that LAZs are the main structural control on headwater valley orientation within the outcrop of the Cairngorm pluton.
Discussion
In granite terrain, distinctive rectilinear drainage patterns have been related mainly to the control of orthogonal joint systems (Godard 1977; Twidale 1982) . In the Cairngorm pluton, however, there is no discernible relationship between joint orientations and the trends of large valleys. Only quartz veins, a strong proxy for LAZs, have a strong preferred orientation that is essentially parallel to the preferred trend of large valleys. Stream heads preserved on parts of the high plateau in the Cairngorms massif also show a spatial and directional relationship with LAZs. We conclude therefore that sub-vertical zones of hydrothermally altered and structurally weakened granite, developed during the final stages of granite cooling, have guided the development of networks of glens and headwater valleys in the Cairngorms massif.
LAZs exposed on the current surface of the Cairngorm pluton show many features that indicate how they guide valley incision. LAZs are zones of breakage, high permeability and chemical alteration. Circulating hydrothermal fluids in the late stages of granite cooling are under high pressure and generate breakage though hydro-fracturing (Lianxing et al. 1999) . Fluids are injected along fractures, crystal boundaries and through pore spaces created by mineral dissolution (Kamenetsky et al. 2002; Putnis et al. 2007 ). The infiltrating fluids create linear zones of altered rock adjacent to the main fractures along which they were injected. Where alteration occurs, new minerals replace the primary minerals and a network of interconnected pore spaces may develop, especially in feldspars. These effects weaken and fragment the rock physically and facilitate later fluid entry (Boulvais et al. 2000) . The net effect is to make the altered rock more susceptible to disintegration, weathering and erosion than unaltered rock.
Where deep LAZs exist, river and stream channels will tend to become fixed in position. LAZs represent lines or corridors of weakness that may hold the most readily erodible materials found in granite landscapes. River channel migration is suppressed by the greater competence of rocks outside LAZs. As with other types of fractures (Harbor 1995; Ericson et al. 2005 ), LAZs need not be wide in order to act as long-term guidelines for the development of valleys. Some LAZs in the Cairngorms are >700 m deep. Where deep, near-vertical structures such as LAZs exist, continuity of valley traces is enforced by structural architecture (Twidale 2007 ) and increasing topographic amplitude. LAZs have been recognised as fundamental controls on the position and orientation of large valleys in other plutons of Caledonian (Brück and O'Connor 1982) and younger (Ericson et al. 2005) age. LAZs represent a previously under-reported member of the hierarchy of structural controls on granite landscapes and landforms (Fig. 13) . Linear zones of altered and fractured rock have also been reported from shield (Alvarez and Dunlop 1998; Airo 2002) and platform (Flinn 1977; Imber et al. 1997; Franklin 2013) areas, indicating that structures equivalent to LAZs may be fundamental controls on valley location and orientation in many crystalline terrains.
Valley persistence in the Cairngorms is related not only to the depth of fracture zones but also to low long-term rates of denudation. The Cairngorm pluton is typical of many Caledonian granite intrusions in northern Britain and Ireland where the upper parts of the intrusions remain near to the present level of erosion of the continental crust (Leake and Cobbing 1993) . No roof rocks are preserved in the Cairngorm pluton, but xenoliths and other indicators suggest that erosion remains within the roof zone. The morphology of the high and broad, domed plateau of the Cairngorms may be a general expression of an original flat-topped form to the underlying pluton (McCaffrey and Petford 1997; Cruden 1998) . It can be suggested that upper levels of the LAZs found in the original roof zone of the pluton first guided the headwaters of rivers draining the topographic high of the emergent Cairngorms massif in the Devonian (Fig. 3) . Although the ancestral traces of these valleys are now lost to erosion, the LAZs at the current erosion level continue to control the drainage networks of the Cairngorms at the present day. The LAZs developed at a late stage of granite cooling under the same stress field that had led earlier to regional faulting and fracturing along the Caledonian trend. These regional fractures control the orientation of straths north of the Cairngorms that retain traces of ORS fills (Fig. 3) . Collectively, the glens and straths represent a Devonian drainage system that was subsequently modified through capture by eastwards-flowing rivers in the Palaeogene and by glacial diversion during the Pleistocene.
Indicators of proximity to the sub-ORS land surface are widespread in the area north and east of the Cairngorms (Fig. 3) . Comparison of the reconstructed sub-ORS relief for north-east Scotland with present-day relief indicates removal of <500 m of basement rocks from the Cairngorms area since the Devonian (Macdonald et al. 2007 ; Fig. 3b ), implying average basement exhumation rates below 1.5 m/ Myr. Very slow basement exhumation requires that northeast Scotland remained at relatively low elevations through the Mesozoic or that basement was buried by Palaeozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary rocks, prior to Cenozoic exhumation. Low relief was established across the Scottish Highlands in the Late Triassic, Late Jurassic and Late Cretaceous (Hall 1991) . Palaeogeographic maps indicate that the eastern Grampians remained as an area of positive relief through post-Devonian time (Trewin 2002) , suggesting that cover was largely restricted to Devonian terrestrial sediments generated towards the close of the Caledonian orogeny (Watson 1984) . In either case, slow basement exhumation has allowed the prolonged continuity of the main drainage networks. The remarkable continuity of valley patterns for ~400 Ma in and around the Cairngorms is a product of limited depths and rates of basement denudation relative to the great depth of linear alteration zones.
Prolonged persistence of major valleys is possible wherever LAZs or fault zones with km-scale depths are exploited by fluvial erosion. In the Northern Highlands of Scotland, NW-SE-oriented straths are excavated along sub-parallel Caledonian faults marked by broad zones of cataclasis (Watson 1984) . The straths extend towards the ORS basin bordering the Moray Firth and sediment transport paths suggest that precursors of the present valleys followed similar courses during MORS sedimentation (Trewin and Thirlwall 2002) . Along the Norwegian passive margin, it has long been apparent that major faults control the location and orientation of fjords (Holtedahl 1967) . Many fjords and glacial valleys, however, were excavated along pre-existing, river valleys incised in response to Neogene uplift (Lidmar-Bergström et al. 2000) . Recent linking of sediment packages in the North Sea to source river basins reveals a much longer history, with precursors of the Hardangerfjord and Sognefjord valleys exporting sediment since the Late Jurassic (Gabrielsen et al. 2010; Sømme et al. 2013 ). Valley persistence is likely widespread wherever coast-normal fault zones occur along passive margins.
Conclusions
Three types of valleys can be recognised at different scales in the Cairngorms massif and surrounding parts of northeast Scotland. Straths are flat-floored, pre-glacial valleys up to 100 km long that form the main drainage routes. Glens are deeper and narrower valleys up to 10 km long that extend into the mountains. The glens were deepened and locally interconnected through glacial erosion but had clear precursor fluvial forms. Headwater valleys form km-long rectilinear networks on granite plateaux.
The structural controls on valleys in the Siluro-Devonian Cairngorm Granite pluton were examined on satellite and aerial photographs, on maps and by field survey. The trends of topographic lineaments, including valleys, show no consistent relationship with joint sets or with sheets of microgranite and pegmatitic granite but align closely to quartz veins and linear alteration zones. LAZs are narrow lines of weakness up to several km long and >700 m deep in which late-stage hydrothermal alteration and hydro-fracturing have greatly reduced rock mass strength and increased permeability. Their structurally weakened character and close relationship to valley trends indicate strongly that LAZs are the dominant control on the location and orientation and width of glens and headwater valleys in the Cairngorms massif. The evidence of this study suggests that the importance of LAZs in granites (and perhaps in crystalline rocks Fig. 13 Linear alteration zones within the hierarchy of structural controls on granite landscapes and landforms generally) in guiding weathering, erosion and valley incision has been overlooked.
LAZs probably formed mainly in the roof zone of the intrusion. The Cairngorm pluton was unroofed soon after intrusion, but the presence of ORS sedimentary outliers in the terrain to the north and east indicates lowering of the sub-ORS land surface by less than 500 m. Sections of straths represent parts of an exhumed SW-NE Devonian drainage system on which younger W-E drainage lines were superimposed in the Cenozoic. The straths, glens and headwater valley patterns in and around the Cairngorms have persisted through >1 km of vertical erosion and for 400 Myr. This persistence is a combined product of regionally low rates of denudation and the existence of both linear alteration zones in the Cairngorm pluton and sub-parallel Caledonide fractures and faults in the surrounding terrain with depths that exceed 1 km.
